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Hence: Russia got Finland and parts of Prussian Poland; so
Prussia was compensated with part of Saxony, the Rhine province?, and
Pomerania, which formerly belonged to Sweden ; and Sweden was
consoled with possession of Norway. Austria, having given Belgium to
Holland, took Venice (better situated, geographically) as compensation ;
while Britain was rewarded for her naval and financial services with the
Cape and Ceylon.
(The Statistical Commission of the Congress made elaborate cal-
culations as to the number of " souls " transferred, so as to secure
equalisation ; and tried to estimate the comparative value of uneducated
Polish peasants with educated Rhenish ditto !)
No. 41.—THE  RE-SETTLEMENT  OF  GERMANY  BY THE
CONGRESS OF VIENNA.
The Holy Roman Empire had been abolished in 1806 (§ 57), and the
Ernperor Francis did not want to revive it—he preferred to be " Emperor
of Austria." Napoleon had substituted " The Confederation of the
Rhine," coalescing dozens of smaller states to found larger ones,
dependent on France. Some new organisation of Germany was now
required, and a Commission of the Congress was given the task of
devising one.
The War of Liberation had called forth passionate German patriotism
(§ 75)> and the patriots had been led to believe that something would be
done to weld all Germans into a united nation after the war. But there
were insuperable obstacles to this, (a) Who was to be head of it ?
Austria and Prussia were too equally balanced and jealous to allow each
other such a position, (b) The smaller states, having just recovered
their independence after ten years of subjection to Napoleon, were un-
willing to surrender any of their sovereign power to such an organisa-
tion, (c) " Nationalism " was anathema to Mettexnich ; to encourage
it would have been fatal to the heterogeneous Austrian Empire ; so he
contrived to get control of the Commission to see that it did not set
up a united Germany. (Especially as much of Austria's territorial
strength—Hungary, northern Italy, etc.—would have been outside it.)
Much of Napoleon's organisation was retained ; e.g. the number of
states was kept at thirty-eight, whereas under the Holy Roman Empire
there had been about 160.
The new German Confederation was to have a Diet consisting of
delegates from all the governments ; but each state was to have
complete control over its own internal affairs.
Article VII paralysed effective action by stipulating that all important
decisions must be unanimous.
Article XIII declared that all the states were to have elective
assemblies ; but there was no stipulation as to the powers of such
assemblies, or how they were to be elected ; and no means of com-
pelling the individual states to carry the Article out.
there was great disappointment among the liberals of
germany at the lack of any real bond, and at the lack of pro-
vision for representation of the people. it was a mere league
of princes,

